of communication, conforming to official procedures. This interface can be thought of as the formal aspects of civil-military affairs. At the same time, it is acknowledged that civilian officer holders and military personnel alike move "off script," taking liberties with the rules and finding other venues in which to deliberate. This form of conduct may be referred to as informal civil-military relations.
Politicians and soldiers discover that formal rules and venues are sometimes too constraining, even suffocating; that they can achieve results more effectively and efficiently by amending, circumventing, or violating the formal routines. Military chiefs might short-circuit the chain of command by leaping over the defense ministry to have direct access to the president, thus enhancing their power. The president in turn might form back channel communications with more junior commanders either because he does not trust the information that filters up through the ranks or perhaps because he wants to delegate tasks more directly, bypassing officers he perceives to be obstructive. 2 Should the two sides concur on policy, they may jointly move off base and out of government offices to meet in venues that are less confining and more conducive to productive interaction. There are many other examples, ranging from clandestine, unauthorized meetings of military officers to public civil-military conferences, from large informal networks designed to recruit officers into government service to oneon-one encounters. What unites these phenomena is the fact that they do not occur within the chain of command, are not mandated by law, and do not conform to official rules and procedures.
Undoubtedly, there are countless other examples, and yet there has been no effort to fully conceptualize and systematize our understanding of these unorthodox encounters. Some scholars discuss aspects of the civil-military relation that could be construed as informal, but rarely are these identifications made explicit. 3 As a result, basic questions about the nature of civil-military informality have not been addressed. What do informal civil-military contacts look like? How do they differ from formal contacts? How do they vary between themselves? Why do they arise? And what are their implications for the civil-military relation?
This article first briefly recaps the Latin American omission: the failure of scholars to explicitly discuss the informal sphere of civil-military affairs. Definitions of formal and informal spheres are provided, followed by a discussion on why informalities arise. Then a conceptual framework for interpreting informal varieties of civil-military relations is outlined. With that framework in mind, three case studies of civil-military informalities of different types are presented, followed by conclusions.
The Latin American Omission
If there were in fact informal qualities to the civil-military relation, it would come as little surprise to most Latin Americanists. Most presume that, at least in the past, politically motivated armies seldom engaged in rule-abiding behavior, that they exerted influence in ways not captured by organizational charts. The public contacts between government and military officials seemed cordial, never really revealing much about the underlying power configurations. Real power struggles between soldiers and civilians, it was thought, unfolded in the shadows of government edifices, not within official corridors or channels. The real civil-military relation was a veiled one, unless or until things exploded onto the public scene in the form of a military coup d'état.
But if conventional Latin American scholarship greatly discounted the impact of formal rules, it also never specified what the informal sphere actually looked like. Rather, policy outcomes were the product of the unbridled struggle between power contenders, nothing more. The formal-informal distinction was obscured since there would be no norms or conventions-let alone unwritten rules-driving behaviors but rather an unfettered contest for power. Huntington's praetorian society where competing groups confronted each other nakedly without restraint seemed to best capture this notion. 4 Since the military would usually win the power contests at the expense of democratically elected governments, the "anything goes" viewpoint inevitably gave way directly to analyses of the military coup, its causes, and its consequences. 5 Lost was any systematic discussion about the informal contacts between soldiers and politicians prior to the military's seizure of state power.
In the contemporary democratic period, the "anything goes" argument is increasingly obsolete because the armed forces cannot afford to ride rough shod over legitimately elected politicians or the institutions they serve. They risk losing resources to other competing groups in an era when politicians, minding their electoral fortunes and careers, care much less about defense than about economic development, poverty, or education. Most militaries understand that it is to their advantage to exert influence within official channels so that they can earn some measure of respect for conforming to democratic legal limits just as others are expected to.
At the same time, today's military also pursues informal modes of behavior, as do civilians. 6 These behaviors sometimes clash with but often coexist with the formal. As will be shown below, these informalities vary considerably in intent, form, and consequence. They run the gamut from provocative, unilateral moves by the military aimed at improving its institutional well-being at one end, to president-led informalities aimed at enhancing control at the other, to coordinated and cooperative civil-military ventures in the middle. But in contrast to the uninhibited pressure politics of the past, today's informal civil-military politics observes certain rules of behavior and norms of restraint. To fully understand these, we must first make clear the distinction between formal and informal behavior.
Formal versus Informal Behaviors in Politics and Civil-Military Relations
Formal behaviors are ones that are officially sanctioned, meaning they usually have a basis in law, and the endorsement if not a guarantee of those with institutional authority. They occur within official channels, and if speaking of formal state-centered behavior, they are routed through the relevant agencies and branches of government. They closely conform to the procedures that govern those organizations and that guide the communications between personnel of those agencies. Hence, formal behavior is officially authorized, situated, legal, and rule driven. 7 If formal rules are to have any real power, it is in their ability to explain, even predict, patterns of behavior. If conduct is rule driven, then simply knowing what the rules of the game are should allow us to accurately anticipate human conduct. Hence, the study of formality would have value because individuals act as we would expect them to, given our knowledge of the official venues, structures, roles, and procedures.
But That gap and others like it give value to the study of informal behaviors. 9 Informal behaviors are those that do not follow the official script, that are not always situated in official venues, and that depart from statutory rules of conduct. They are real enough, often guided by unscripted yet mutual understandings, unofficial codes of conduct and norms. These understandings are usually self-generated and sometimes self-enforced by those who reside within the informal set of relations.
Institutionalized informalities are, according to Helmke and Levitsky, "socially shared rules, usually unwritten, that are created, communicated, and enforced outside officially sanctioned channels." 10 The key is enforcement; those within the informal arrangement must know that rule violations are punishable. Institutionalized patterns of interaction are also ones that are regularized if not predictable: actors expect their behaviors to be guided by the same rules into the future. 11 Not all informal actions are institutionalized, however. Some informalities are highly patterned, even rule bound, but not enforced. Other noninstitutionalized informalities are not regularized; they are capricious, ad hoc, and contingent in nature. This notion of ad hoc informal behaviors, as opposed to institutional informalities, conforms more closely to the unofficial relations observed within the civil-military world.
Not surprisingly, informal civil-military relations can appear in various guises across numerous circumstances and locations. Yet as used in this study, informality is not simply a receptacle bin for all interactions that depart from official script. Excluded are all overt, violent interventions by the military, the coup d'état being exhibit A, as are all presidential efforts to coercively concentrate power via selfcoups. Also omitted are casual encounters between politicians and soldiers where both sides "take off their hats" to discuss personal or other matters as friends or acquaintances. 12 For purposes of clarity, informal relations are ones where the players show up in their official capacities as officers of state and men in uniform to conduct important business.
While informalities can be easily identified within civil-military relations, it is still hard to imagine how the defense sector could operate without adhering to formal guidelines. Whether in wartime or peacetime, governments must know that the one organization with a monopoly on the means of coercion will be ready and willing to submit to official procedures, channels, and authority. If there is ambiguity about who is in control, what is the chain of command, and what is the purpose of the mission; if there is hesitancy about the nature, value, lawfulness, or legitimacy of commands handed down from above; if there is a lack of clear decision-making guidelines, an absence of coordination among different services, units, and departments-any of these could result in unexpected failure, the cost measured in time and resources lost or, worse still, human lives. In these respects, the civil-military hierarchy ought to conform to Weber's notion of a rational bureaucracy, one that embodies "precision, speed, unambiguity, . . . continuity, discretion, unity, strict subordination." 13 The bureaucracy is the best (most rational) form of organization according to Weber because it embodies a division of labor that encourages specialization and expertise, all hierarchically ordered and vertically disciplined by a set of officially accepted rules and coordinated by respected authorities to ensure that objectives are realized.
14 And yet even in the most advanced defense systems in the world, informalities are widespread. Presidents, civilian agents, military commanders, and the rank and file repeatedly contrive ad hoc rule-bending or rule-breaking behaviors, conducting themselves in ways not befitting of bureaucratic, hierarchical rationality. In fact, they go so far as to upset chains of command, circumventing officers, agents, and agencies whose positions are defined in law. Because such a huge premium is placed on strict observance of formal commands, channels, and practices within the civil-military hierarchy, identifying why informalities occur takes on added importance.
Why Do Civil-Military Informalities Arise?
Politicians are absorbed with getting the military to efficiently execute the policies they want and only those they want. Militaries are typically absorbed with safeguarding their institutional well-being. 15 Where the military's institutional pursuits collides with the government's objectives, substantive disputes can also spill over into procedural ones. One side or the other may no longer believe that they can best achieve their goals by remaining confined to the official decision-making centers.
Why would the procedures governing those centers matter to policy outcomes? There is a long and indisputable relation between procedure and substance. Decisionmaking centers are not neutral arenas. Institutions create procedural advantages for some and impediments for others. 16 They direct flows of influence, erect barriers of entry, and impose bureaucratic distance between some actors and centers of political power, thus determining who is "in or out of the loop." Within the chain of command, there are obviously rewards for being perched at higher rungs of the ladder. But even within a more level playing field, such as a national security council, rules determine who convenes the meeting, what voting procedures are followed, whether participants have veto rights, and so on. Any of these design features can tilt the balance of influence and therefore policy outcomes in favor of one side or the other.
Because institutional designs create bias, then overturning those designs should be the objective of those who are more disadvantaged. Doing so has one great benefit, as Steinmo, Thelen, and Longstreth describe: "Reconfiguring institutions can save political actors the trouble of fighting the same battle over and over again." 17 Set up a new set of rules by which all must abide and let the process unfold to its inevitable conclusion and to your inevitable gain. The problem in the contemporary civil-military relation is that usually neither side has sufficient strength to either coerce or decree a complete overhaul of formal procedures. Once chosen, institutional rules have a tendency to stick. Consequently, if the rules cannot be easily relegislated or the rules rewritten, civilians and soldiers alike may conclude it is less difficult to circumvent official procedures than to change them.
When official channels have proved frustrating, then informal alternatives will often be sought, assuming players are sufficiently motivated to do so. If the military and the government both agree that progress is unlikely within official corridors and the issues at stake matter to them, then they may coordinate efforts to find informal venues. But because formal institutions mobilize bias, it is more often the case that one side is more aggrieved by the official rules than the other. Then either officers or government officials will take the initiative in seeking out informal solutions.
Varieties of Civil-Military Informalities
Whether the other side goes along with the aggrieved party depends on how convergent or divergent their preferences (interests) are. 18 It is unlikely either side would abandon a procedural advantage built into the formal structure unless it had a great desire for collaboration with the other or unless the stakes were low. When preferences converge, informal interactions will bring the two sides together cooperatively. 19 When preferences diverge but positions are negotiable, bilateral ventures are possible, though conflict will be present. When preferences are widely disparate (positions lie outside the bargaining range), unilateral actions are more likely.
What follows is a conceptual framework for sorting out the various kinds of informal encounters. There are two sets of logical scenarios, each of which holds constant for procedural bias while assessing variances in preference divergence and informality. In the first set, formal channels are biased primarily against military interests. Perhaps the military cannot coalesce because each service branch must separately answer to the defense ministry. That ministry will impose bureaucratic routines that channel, filter, and delay military requests. Too strong a civilian minister may simply turn down military demands altogether. The armed forces find they cannot make an institutional end run around the administration by going to the congress because that particular legislature has little budgetary power or oversight on defense affairs.
occur. The government reluctantly agrees to the military request for an unofficial meeting, despite its displeasure with moving off the organizational chart. An example would be where the military demands and the president agrees to a face-to-face encounter that circumvents the defense minister. 21 Alternatively, the military dislikes official channels but concurs with civilians' policy preferences. The military will initiate an informal solution, but civilians will voluntarily join in a cooperative venture, such as a conference. This encounter might be chosen because it constructs a more relaxed environment that induces an easier flow of information and greater mutual understandings. 22 The second set of scenarios, decision-making structures, and rules prove obstructive for civilians. Perhaps presidents are bequeathed defense structures from de facto regimes that are difficult to navigate or overturn. They are confronted with a military general staff that is positioned too high up the chain of command, giving those officers privileged access and subjecting the president to undo pressures. 23 Should civil-military preferences be widely divergent, bargaining is foreclosed and unilateral actions will be taken by civilians. Presidents may construct back channels with other military and civilian figures to blunt the influence of their commanders. 24 Alternatively, they may decide to change personnel by tampering with the promotional system to shape a more compliant high command. This is a way of avoiding the adverse selection problem that occurs when undesired or untrustworthy senior officers climb up through the ranks. 25 Where preferences are less divergent, civilians will seek unofficial venues but get the military to show up to negotiate solutions. Oftentimes, this will take the form of unofficial talks about contentious issues such as human rights. The third possibility is one where civilians are inconvenienced by official procedures but concur with the military regarding an issue. One example would be where civilians create informal networking channels designed to cultivate military contacts or potential recruits for government posts. 26 The full set of theoretical options is depicted in Table 1 . These are analytical categories. It should be said that while preferences are exogenously given, they may shift once subject to the "give and take" of civil-military encounters. Strategies are also fluid. What starts out as intransigence could transform into negotiation and unilateralism into bilateralism, or vice versa. One other caveat: this framework and the case studies that follow limit themselves to high-level initiatives and contacts. Hence, the informalities are those that involve the president or the president's defense minister at one end, top-level commanders at the other, and elites from outside government and the military. Excluded are countless informal gatherings at lower levels of government and military rank and ones that incorporate nonelites from the private sector, universities, or NGOs.
All of these informal routines depart from the organizational chart in different ways. Scholars have typologized informalities according to whether they can complement, substitute for, or compete with formal arrangements. 27 Complementary informalities can coexist with and run parallel to formal ones. They involve the creation of new venues and unofficial modes of interaction. In Table 1 , a military-organized conference or a civilian-led roundtable would be examples. Informalities that substitute for an official mechanism perceived to be ineffectual or obstructive do so by violating or loosely interpreting the rules or by taking advantage of preexisting bureaucracies or channels in an unauthorized way. They are often temporary alterations, which do not require the complete elimination of preexisting mechanisms. An example would be presidential tampering with the promotion system. Competitive informalities also violate or circumvent official rules but do so in ways intended to undermine formal civilian authority. Unilateral military press briefings, meetings, and shirking of duties are examples.
The Impact of Informal Behavior on Civil-Military Relations
Do informalities help or hurt, or are they neutral in their effects? Making that assessment first requires specifying what dimension of the civil-military relation we are speaking of. Civilian control has been a paramount objective for some time in democratizing systems in Latin America and elsewhere. But definitions of the term differ, as do the repercussions for each informal behavior. Civilian control is often thought of as an institution-building exercise. 28 Civilians prevail when they exert influence and oversight through strong state institutions and when political officials and soldiers alike move through official channels according to official procedures. If that is so, then it is axiomatic that informalities would work at cross-purposes with civilian control. Encounters that repeatedly sidestep institutions designed to mediate civil-military affairs end up depleting those very institutions. The more an agency is left out, the more a rule is flouted, then the more ineffectual that agency and rule become. 29 If, however, civilian control is defined in terms of policy successes, then the impact of informalities is less self-evident. A procedure will have an independent but either positive or negative effect on a substantive outcome. Michael Desch says, "The best indicator of the state of civilian control is who prevails when civilian and military preferences diverge." 30 Civilians who get their way over and above military objections emerge strengthened, at least in the short term. 31 Informal arrangements may be just part of the package they need to succeed. A classic example occurred during the Vietnam War, when President Lyndon Johnson and Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara relied on ad hoc groupings of civilian advisors to fashion a defense strategy, entirely ignoring the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 32 Most recently, George W. Bush reportedly established a back channel of communication with retired military officers to devise a new strategy for the Iraqi War and, in doing so, completely cut the Joint Chiefs of Staff out of the loop. 33 But civilians do not always succeed, and one might expect a range of policy outcomes when informalities are attempted. We limit our focus to three cases where civilian and military preferences diverged to one degree or another, examining the impact of informal arrangements on the president's pursuit of policies. The cases have also been chosen to vary the agent who has initiated the informality and to vary the kind of informality-whether it be unilateral or bilateral. What unites these occurrences is the issue of accountability for human rights abuses. In all three, civilian leaders would like some fair resolution to occur within civilian courts while military officials want to minimize the judicial exposure of their soldiers. The benefit of assessing this single issue is that it holds constant for intensity of preferences. No subject has created as much distress for the Latin American military in recent decades as this one. When alleged military perpetrators are indicted, their careers hang in the balance. Conversely, many democratic presidents feel politically or morally compelled to pursue some form of justice but at the same time worry that the pursuit not turn into a wholesale vendetta against the military institution.
These case reviews are done with three objectives in mind. The first is to describe these as situations as civil-military informalities. The second is to discern what motivates one side or the other to operate informally. And the third is to assess what impact, if any, these behaviors had on civilian policies and military interests.
Bilateral and Conflictual: The Chilean Mesa del Diálogo, 1999-2000
One of the sticking points in Chilean civil-military relations centered on the human rights record of the Pinochet dictatorship. By the late 1990s, the whereabouts of the "disappeared" had still not been determined, the military was not being cooperativeprotected as it was by an amnesty law it had written for itself-and judicial inquiries were stymied. The armed forces effectively had impunity that undermined civilian control efforts and that prevented full normalization of relations among soldiers, government, and society. But after the arrest of General Pinochet in London in October 1998, the Chilean political dynamic changed. In June 1999, judge Juan Guzmán contrived a new and controversial interpretation of the amnesty law. He argued that the disappeared cases were akin to kidnapping cases, which were crimes in progress and for which judicial inquests could not be closed unless or until it was proven that victims had been killed within the time frame of the amnesty. This allowed for court cases to be reopened, exposing officers to potential prosecution. But it also motivated the military to find a means of resolving the "disappeared" problem in a way that would minimize the damage to itself.
Deciding to exhibit less intransigence than before, high-ranking military officials joined roundtable discussions, spearheaded in 1999 by the Chilean Defense Minister, Perez Yoma, labeled the Mesa del Diálogo (roundtable talks). 34 The other key participants were prominent human rights lawyers and activists as well as former cabinet ministers and religious leaders. The objective of the Mesa was to find some means of addressing the critical and as yet unresolved issues surrounding the death and disappearance of thousands of Chileans during the Pinochet years. The military calculated that if it could prove helpful in discovering the whereabouts of the disappeared, pinpointing the time and location of death, it could then invoke the amnesty and be let off the hook.
These encounters operated outside of official channels, outside of the chain of command, and free from any governmental regulation. They neither violated nor competed with official protocol; they were complementary in nature. The government chose to sponsor this informal gathering because it was in no position to order the military to produce incriminating evidence, let alone appear in court. Thus, resolution of these kinds of problems could not occur through the chain of command. Indeed, President Eduardo Frei himself did not take part in the Mesa. At the outset, the defense minister realized he could not set either the procedures or the specific goals of the Mesa, less he be seen as unjustly imposing his will on a forum deemed to be nonhierarchical in nature. 35 The minister asked only that the talks ensue in an atmosphere of mutual respect and cordiality.
While there was tension at the outset (with a prominent human rights lawyer refusing to shake the hands of the senior military officers), the process of dialogue and informal chats during session pauses soon broke the ice, developing a kind of rapport that would have been, according to one key participant, inconceivable within a formal, hierarchical setting. 36 The dialog was able to shift positions-ones that had previously been thought to be irreconcilably antagonistic-toward compromise. The resulting agreement put the military on record as condemning the human rights violations of that era, admitting some responsibility for those abuses, and agreeing to divulge information on the whereabouts of hundreds of disappeared prisoners. The human rights groups and government participants agreed that the identity of those officers who cooperated would not be disclosed. After their work was done, the participants permanently disbanded the Mesa.
On January 7, 2001 , the new president, Ricardo Lagos, announced that the army had given him a dossier about the 370 cases of disappearances. Of those, 151 had been thrown into the sea; the others had been buried in unmarked graves. 37 But the armed forces would turn out to be less than forthcoming, providing data that were vague, flawed, or misleading. Forensic investigations could only verify the remains of a handful of former prisoners, and some senior officers were found to be impeding the process by concealing data or destroying evidence about the disappeared. 38 In this respect, the Mesa did not directly advance the government's objective of resolving the mystery of the disappeared. If there was a real success to the Mesa, it was more symbolic than substantive. Erstwhile antagonists had met at the same table and signed off on the same document; commanders of all branches stood by President Lagos's side when he announced the results of the meeting; and, by most accounts, the Mesa constituted an incremental step toward national reconciliation by helping to bridge the deep divide separating civilians and soldiers.
Civilian Unilateralism: Argentine President Nestor Kirchner's Tampering with the Promotion System, 2003
In 2003, newly elected Argentine President Nestor Kirchner took aim at military personnel who in his view might have stood in the way of his policy agenda. In one stunning blow, he purged the military high command of nearly half its officers who had been part of the "Dirty War" of the 1970s and/or who might have interfered with human rights inquiries were these to reopen. But he did so through improvisation, departing from formal customs and regulations governing the promotion and retirement of Argentine officers.
Divergence in civil-military preferences could not be greater. The careers of dozens of high-ranking officers from all three services hung in the balance. On the line for the president was nothing short of achieving his human rights priorities, which would begin with the annulment of pardons issued by previous presidents, making certain active-duty officers vulnerable to prosecution for past abuses. The president reasoned he could reduce the perceived collective threat to the military by forcing those officers into retirement, thus divesting them of any formal, institutionalized power during the time they would be under investigation.
First in line to go was General Ricardo Brinzoni, the often-irksome army leader whose private dealings and public pronouncements at times appeared to challenge civilian control. Brinzoni and some of his fellow officers stirred controversy by trying to insert themselves into political decision-making processes during the economic crisis of 2001-2002 and by supporting efforts to rekindle the military's internal security role, thereby violating the nation's defense law. 39 To choose Brinzoni's replacement, Kirchner substituted official protocol with his own. He reached down some twenty places on the army's seniority list until he found General Roberto Bendini, someone he knew and trusted. 40 Those above Bendini were thrust into premature retirement. President Kirchner's move was not only a sizeable purge of the top command, unprecedented in recent Argentine history, but also a departure from the formal procedures governing eligibility. 41 The Constitution grants the president the power to appoint officers to the highest posts with the consent of the Senate. 42 While the president has discretion, the expectation is that he will take into advisement both the seniority and the qualifications of those nominated to the senior positions. 43 The difficulty was that Bendini was a Brigadier General with four years left before he was eligible for Division General. According to the law governing military personnel, those aspiring to the top position in the army must have already achieved the rank of Division General and have had sufficient time in grade. 44 Many other candidates for Army Chief of Staff met those qualifications but were passed over by the president.
Bendini's ascension meant that twenty of the thirty-seven generals in the army would be thrust into retirement since a more junior officer cannot command officers who are his senior. Then, Bendini's responsibility was to find replacements, and he would do so by looking at officers who had accompanied him to the military academy, graduating at the same time (ninety-ninth promotional class). Reaching so far down into the ranks, vaulting over so many eligible candidates, and retiring such a large percentage of the senior command represented a highly unorthodox improvisation on the official rules governing presidential military promotions.
This informal method of promotion and retirement seemed to work in Kirchner's favor. He now had in place a compliant officer corps that would not challenge him on the most contentious policies he would promote. At his urging, the Congress would overturn the pardons and the Supreme Court would uphold the constitutionality of that legislation in 2005. This set the stage for a flurry of indictments, and by 2007 some 330 military and police personnel were charged with human rights crimes, 180 were imprisoned or placed under house arrest, and several notorious torturers and military commanders were convicted and sentenced. 45 By and large, soldiers were respectful of the judicial process, and civil-military relations pursued a stable course, paying handsome dividends for President Kirchner.
Military Unilateralism: Unauthorized Meetings and Communiqués of the Bolivian Military, 2004
In 2004, The Bolivian armed forces faced the prospect of recriminations for repressive actions they had engaged in the year before that resulted in the deaths of scores of civilians. In February 2003, the military exchanged deadly gunfire with police across a city plaza, resulting in numerous casualties. 46 Then again in September and October of that year, the military was ordered to repress demonstrators who were blockading roads into La Paz. The result was more than eighty civilians killed and hundreds wounded.
The violence could not suppress the protesters' desire to oust Bolivia's president at the time, Gonzalo Sanchez de Lozada, which they did on October 17. His successor, Vice President Carlos Mesa, had been ushered to power on the heels of a successful civilian uprising and owed its organizers a debt of gratitude. Consequently, in a speech before the armed forces at the army's military college on October 20, 2003, President Mesa noted that while the introduction of the military was justified, politicians, as well as the armed forces, must shoulder responsibility for human rights abuses, adding, "We are all accountable." 47 The president's preferences were clearly at odds with those of the armed forces. While Mesa desired a policy of greater respect for human rights and equal treatment under the law, the military wanted nothing less than immunization against prosecution for its troops.
Following the February 2004 acquittal in military court of four military men accused of killing two civilians during the clashes of the year before, Bolivia's Constitutional Tribunal ruled in May of that year that the verdict was null and void, mandating the case be moved to civilian court where acquittal was less certain. 48 In reaction to the Tribunal's ruling, the military undertook a series of measures that can only be described as unilateral departures from official rules for military conduct. First, the head of the armed forces, Admiral Luis Aranda Granados, ordered his troops nationwide to be confined to their barracks, pulling them away from normal duties. 49 This amounted to an unusual state of alert, one that might be legitimately invoked during a national security crisis and even then only on presidential orders. This command however was unauthorized and unwarranted-having been issued at a time of relative tranquility.
This was followed by an all-day meeting of the military top brass to decide on a course of action in response to the judicial ruling. 50 This gathering was in clear violation of the Bolivian Constitution. Article 209 defines the armed forces as "obedient and non-deliberative" and prohibits them from engaging in politically motivated behavior. 51 As if to underscore just how politically deliberative they could be, while at the meeting the armed forces leadership drafted a letter to the president, arguing that the judges had handed down a "biased, contradictory, arbitrary, and unconstitutional ruling." 52 The commanders refused to accept not only the Tribunal's verdict but also its jurisdiction over military cases. 53 After having met on its own, the military then went to the governmental palace to see the president, at his invitation. Mesa reasoned that in the military's agitated state, it would be better to give his commanders an audience than to brush them off. Thus, what began as a unilateral informality transformed, at least temporarily, into a bilateral one. Some two hundred commanding officers showed up in battle fatigues (which was itself a provocation, a signal of contempt for presidential authority) to pressure President Mesa into drafting a message of support for their fight against the Constitutional Tribunal.
When the president would not sign on, the armed forces reverted to unilateralism, ordering their troops to remain confined to barracks, and then issued a public communiqué of their own. They called on members of the Tribunal to reflect and consider the "grave consequences" that their decision could have for Bolivia, calling it an "historic mistake." 54 The letter was a clear departure from civil-military protocol since in Bolivia the armed forces are answerable to the president and the president's defense minister and must communicate policy disagreements they have with any branch of government privately and through the executive offices.
The military would eventually lift its barrack confinement, reaffirm its support for democracy, and reassure the nation it had absolutely no plans for a coup. But its resort to informal measures had the desired policy result. Mesa dropped all efforts to bring military human rights violators to justice, as did the high courts. When huge, unrelenting protests erupted over his own presidency in June 2005, the president was forced to resign. He could not and would not call on his troops to engage in yet another bloody confrontation with dissenters. They would have refused, and he had forsworn such action at the beginning of his term.
Conclusion
The cases reveal actors who believed they could not fulfill their interests by remaining confined to official venues, rules, and regulations. In every instance, either military or civilian actors initiated an informal solution to the challenges posed by the formal environment. The Chilean president authorized his defense minister to commence with roundtable discussions because he did not have the power to compel military court compliance through the chain of command. He thought that a relaxed, informal discussion might induce greater cooperation. If the Argentine president had strictly abided by the promotion rules, he would have confronted the adverse selection dilemma head on: promoting and then dealing with a troublesome senior officer and men just below him with disreputable pasts. While he may still have won passage of his human rights policies, he did not want to assume that risk and thus broke with convention. And the Bolivian military refused to take its chances in civilian court. Anxious to quickly stifle judicial proceedings, the military would not be confined by protracted, bureaucratic modes of communication via official channels, instead opting for provocative, publicly directed, informal actions.
We do not know and will never know if the informal solutions were absolutely necessary in these cases. But the fact that they were chosen illustrates the proposition that there is a link in the civil-military arena between substance and procedure. Either or both parties to the civil-military relation found sufficient motivation to sidestep formal routines thought to be obstructive to advance their interests. Whether or not they succeeded in whole or in part in achieving their substantive goals is a different matter entirely. No claim has been made that informalities are necessarily functional. What has been argued is that formal power generates biases that may invite informal attempts at solutions.
Informality may be seen as a useful outlet for politicians and officers who are frustrated by formal routines. To the extent that one or both aggrieved parties gain some level of satisfaction via moving "off script," an informality may push the civil-military relation toward an equilibrium point, resolving-at least in the short term-what might have become a highly unstable situation. But because most of these arrangements are ad hoc in nature, they do not yield a permanent fix to any problem. One area for future research would be to discover if and when politicians and officers in a given country try to create more institutionalized informalities to seal in solutions. These would probably have to include sanctions for noncompliance with informal routines, as theorists already noted have suggested.
Second, researchers might want to systematically catalog civil-military behaviors with the formal-informal distinction in mind to assess just how widespread this phenomenon is. Are informalities within specific countries the exception or the rule? If organizational theorists have it right, namely, that formal structures naturally give rise to unofficial behaviors, then informalities should be rather common. If that is so, it raises a question: do the informal routines so consistently substitute for the formal ones that they should constitute the dominant focal points for the analysis of civilmilitary interactions?
Finally, it would also be worthwhile for scholars to identify other kinds of informal routines not conceptualized in this article. What of military business-related activities? What about military relations with the congressional branch? And what of the activities of retired officer clubs? When are these phenomena informal, and when are they not? These are some of the potentially rich and as yet untapped veins awaiting investigators intrigued by the existence of informal civil-military relations.
Notes

